AP 4226 Multiple and Overlapping Enrollments

Reference: Title 5 Sections 55007

A student may not enroll in two or more sections of the same credit course during the same term unless the length of the course provides that the student is not enrolled in more than one section at any given time.

A student may not enroll in two or more courses where the meeting times for the courses overlap, by more than 15 minutes unless:

- The student provides a valid justification, other than scheduling convenience, of the need for an overlapping schedule.
- The instructor of the course in which time must be made up must approve the Conflicting Course Petition and state on the Petition exactly when the overlapping time will be scheduled.
- The Dean of Enrollment Services must approve both the makeup schedule and Conflicting Course Petition.
- The student makes up the overlapping hours at some other time during the same week under the supervision of the instructor of the course.
- The instructor must document on his attendance roster when the student made up the time and how much time was made up.

See Board Policy BP 4226
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